A few reasons why it is easy to like Heat Pumps!

Heat pump technology provides heating, cooling and hot water solutions for most application areas in residential and commercial buildings as well as in industrial processes.

- They increase energy efficiency.
- They reduce import dependence and thus increase security of energy supply at an affordable price.
- They use renewable energy from air, water and ground.
- They reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG).
- They create and maintain local, European jobs in research, design and installation of heating systems.
- They can serve as “thermal batteries” supporting stable smart electric grids.
Help us spread the word!
If you send the postcard back to us with one or more of these boxes filled in, we will send you another pack of energising candies!
(you can also email us at helloheatpumps@ehpa.org)

Option one  I am interested in heat pump technology. Please add my email address to your mailing list:

Option two  A friend of mine needs to know more about heat pumps, please provide him with an “info package”:
Name
Address
ZIP / City
email
(A pack of candies will be also sent to the person indicated)

Option three  I would like to be added to the “heat pump friend” list. Please contact me for further details at:

Option four  I own a heat pump already and I am satisfied. Here please add a quote that describes best why "I like heat pumps":

EHPA promotes awareness and deployment of heat pump technology in Europe. All activities aim at creating a market environment that facilitates a faster deployment of heat pump technology to unleash its benefits on a European level: efficient heating and cooling using renewable energy.
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EHPA is committed to ensuring that any of the information we collect from you may be used to serve only EHPA dissemination purposes so as to send periodic emails, improve our services and personalise your experience by better responding to your needs.